Hi Alex,
document our YOURLS instance...

History

#1 - 2016-02-23 11:35 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version set to Q2/2016

I didn't find anything so far in the public or private infra doc - still in progress?

#2 - 2016-03-04 14:22 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

Salt done already, documentation will be distilled out of that

#3 - 2016-07-20 07:53 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version changed from Q2/2016 to Qlater

Shifting to later due to the infra changes

#4 - 2016-11-09 13:09 - Florian Effenberger
- Assignee changed from Alexander Werner to Guilhem Moulin

re-assigning to Guilhem in order to clean up Redmine queues
nothing concrete to do at the moment

#5 - 2017-04-18 13:25 - Florian Effenberger

We IMHO have a new YOURLS instance now
Has this been properly documented so this ticket can be closed?

#6 - 2017-05-10 15:48 - Florian Effenberger

Florian Effenberger wrote:

We IMHO have a new YOURLS instance now
Has this been properly documented so this ticket can be closed?

Ping? ;)

#7 - 2017-05-10 18:27 - Guilhem Moulin

It's in my pile of notes to cleanup, convert to RST and commit to infra-docs

#8 - 2017-07-18 11:35 - Florian Effenberger

Guilhem Moulin wrote:
It's in my pile of notes to cleanup, convert to RST and commit to infra-docs

Any updates on that?

#9 - 2017-08-29 03:06 - Guilhem Moulin
Will get around to it this week.

#10 - 2017-08-29 14:25 - Guilhem Moulin
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Done: [https://intranet.documentfoundation.org/infra-doc/services/yourls.html](https://intranet.documentfoundation.org/infra-doc/services/yourls.html)